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We hope that you all had a lovely summer break. It was fantastic to see all our returning pupils on Tuesday all 

smartly dressed in their school uniform. We are excited about the year ahead and we look forward to working 

with you and your children.  

Welcome Back 

6th September 2019 

Breakfast! Uniform Weather 

   

The Magic Breakfast Bagels are still ongoing this year... every child is given the option of having a bagel in 

class before they start their learning! Having something to eat before your child starts their school day ensures 

that they can concentrate and interact better in class whilst keeping them full until lunch time. This is provided 

free of charge and is available every morning.  

Magic Breakfast 

Coop way of being rewards 

If your child will be absent you can text: 07624817081 or call 08442393173  

As we mentioned before the summer break school will be launching a parent app later this month. We hope 

that this will help us to communicate better with parents. From the app you will be able to access the school 

newsletter, trip letters and information about your child's learning (no more lost pieces of paper) as well as 

finding out about up-coming events.  

School app 

PE Kit 
PE kits should be brought to school next week and we recommend that these are kept in school till the 

October half term. This will avoid children forgetting kits on the correct day. All children should have blue or 

black shorts or jogging bottoms and a white t-shirt and trainers or pumps. Please do not send football tops or 

labelled sportswear. Children who do not have the correct kit will be given clean spare kit to borrow for their 

PE session. Thank you for cooperation.  

Attendance Matters 

Last year as a school we managed to raise whole school attendance but we did not manage to meet our target 

of 96%. With your help this year we can succeed. Every day your child is in school they are learning important 

things which will help them as they move onto high school and in future life. We put a lot of emphasis on 

rewarding good attendance at Brownhill but the real reward is a good education and a good start to life. Our 

school motto is ‘All day everyday’  

As a coop sponsored school we believe that all children and staff should work hard to demonstrate the coop 

ways of being in the things we do and say. The four coop ways of being are ‘Do what matters most’, ‘Show you 

care’, ‘Be yourself always’ and ‘Succeed together’. Our new positive reward tokens will be given to children 

who show these values, both individuals and classes will be rewarded for doing this. We know that many of 

our children demonstrate these day in day out and we want to ensure they are thanked for doing so.   
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